Pressure and temperature dependence of the hydrogen bonding in supercritical ethanol: a computer simulation study.
As a step toward deeper insight on the "hydrogen bonding" in supercritical ethanol (scEtOH), we carried out NVT molecular dynamics simulations of the fluid over a wide range of temperatures and pressures. The fluid was studied at SC conditions for which thermodynamic and spectroscopic (NMR, infrared, Raman, dielectric) data are available. The various site-site pair distribution functions (pdf's) were calculated, and their temperature and pressure dependence was obtained. It was found that over the thermodynamic conditions investigated here, scEtOH remains highly structured. Moreover, the characteristic behavior of the first peaks in H-H, O-O, and H-O pdf's reveals that hydrogen bonds still exist in scEtOH. The analysis focuses also on the reorientational dynamics of the bond unit vectors O-H, C-O, and of the permanent dipole moment of the molecules as well as the total dipole moment of the sample. The corresponding Legendre time correlation functions were discussed in connection to the "hydrogen bonding" in the fluid and in the context of experimental results. Specifically, the behavior of the O-H dynamics exhibits the well-known associative nature of the molecules in the system. A further analysis of the hydrogen bonds was carried out, and the degree of aggregation (average number of H-bonds per molecule) was obtained and compared with results from NMR chemical shift studies. Also the estimated monomer and free O-H groups in the fluid were compared with results from IR and Raman vibrational spectroscopy. The percentage analysis fi of the liquid and scEtOH molecules, with i = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... hydrogen bonds per molecule, has been obtained. The results show the existence of small, linear-chain oligomers formed mainly by two molecules, whereas the number of the three body oligomers, and specifically that of four body oligomers in the sample, is relatively small.